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Games for microsoft live

Cancer is happening now, which is why we are raising funds now for Cancer Research UK. There's no time to lose! Donate today and help bring forward the day when all cancers are cured. Donating through this page is simple, fast and totally secure. Your details are safe with Cancer Research UK. In a slightly misleading press release, Microsoft is updating
the game for Windows Live services, some where the company announced months ago. The release actually says the company today launched a significant update, which I misunderstood as today prepared. So, stupidly that I, I clicked onto the official website of the service, clicked Game For Windows - LIVE - Software links, scanned down from You can
enjoy free services even if you don't play games by launching games for Windows - LIVE customers, and quickly realized the link to download customers said there was nowhere on the site. Turns out customers aren't available yet, and today's announcement is really just that: announcement. But not enough of that, either, because half of what he covered
was re-read. That half involved the interface, which Microsoft revealed this summer it was retooling -- wise -- with PC players in mind. Instead of the ugly, slightly blurry rectangle grabbed from the Xbox 360,GFW Live guide is now down from the top of the screen and looks like a naturally occurring extension of Vista GUI, not a shotgun wedding between a TV
and a PC. It is supposedly optimized for use with keyboard and mouse, and is built from the ground up with a PC player in mind. Other news, a little more provocative, is that Microsoft plans to offer downloadable content as part of the Live Marketplace component in early December. In a press release, they describe that content as a game trailer, demo and
additional game content such as advanced chapters and new characters. Bethesda is already on board to offer an unsigned addition to Fall 3. Do not mention the full game, or competition with GOG, Steam, Direct2Drive, etc. So from confusing, coherent, and -- sticking with me -- about to confuse it again. Chatting to Shacknews yesterday, GFW Live general
manager Chris Early answered questions about the thought the company used customers to distribute full PC titles. Chris answered Obviously it was on our road map, which Shacknews read as confirmation grabbed the headlines. Except that's not actually Microsoft's first public verification DLC road map. Microsoft Senior Director of Global Games For
Windows Kevin Ungangst already says same thing a few months ago when I asked him more pointedly: Are you planning to offer a game that can be loaded down completely for sale as an alternative to retail? Kevin's response: If you look at trends in the PC market, offering digital distribution in any form is where it grows, where long term opportunities for
publishers. And so obviously with Marketplace, we took a pretty big first step, allowing game content, additions, demos, trailers, all those pieces. That's digital distribution. Of course the full game distribution is on our roadday, and I think is a natural evolution, but it's not something we plan to deliver in the fall updates of Games For Windows Live. So the game
that can be fully downloaded on the roadblock = old news. Also: Still most of the news is speculative until it's really and officially announced, which is between Kevin and Chris's comments, it hasn't. Note: When you buy something after clicking the link in our article, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Ready to
buy and receive dozens of Xbox 360 games without leaving your home? Is the end of the day for a store retailer like Gamestop? Just after a boisterous E3 press conference, many ballyhooed, Microsoft dropped another zinger: Game-on-demand for the Xbox 360. As if you wish, you can buy it, then download it, directly from Xbox Live.The service queues up
to launch in August with 30 games, including popular titles such as Assassin's Creed, BioShock, Call of Duty 2, Crackdown, Mass Effect, and Oblivion. (Time to upgrade the hard drive, fan!) The price should be about what you pay at retail, and to buy something, all you need is a credit card, or a large number of Microsoft Points.Like most online sales portals,
the new service will include options for users to tag games with star ratings, expanding the Microsoft community-centered philosophy. There is no word on whether those ratings will install their Facebook hookups that have just been announced, but it's a reasonable guess they might be. For more news and opinions of the game, show your tweet-readers
twitter.com/game_on. Note: When you buy something after clicking the link in our article, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Just like Windows Phone on its glory days, Microsoft has bought several of its mobile game titles to Android, complete with Xbox Live integration. For some games, that just means
profile authentication for the progress of beaming, but for others, it means synchronization across different devices, Xbox achievements, and even sharing Xbox Live social feeds. There is no huge amount now, but Microsoft games have available for Android to be attractive, and the volume will likely grow in the future, given the death of the effort move it
yourself. With Microsoft recently announced Minecraft has hit a staggering 74 million players, you can bet that most of those players come from the Android version. While playing 3D games using on-screen touch controls is a bit of a dredge, Minecraft has done a lot to its control scheme to make digging, crafting, and building as quickly as possible Players in
Minecraft for Android can buy a dedicated realm that allows friends from iOS, Android, PC, Xbox One, VR, and even Nintendo Switch to play together in a shared world. Minecraft continues to be a phenomenon, and it's available for $7.99 on Android. See in Microsoft's Google Play Collection Solitaire Here are games that don't require identification. Solitaire
was originally developed for an early version of Windows to help train people using computer mouse. A few decades later, and the game remains a staple time nanny for millions. The Solitaire collection includes classic options such as Klondike, Spider, Freecell, Tripeaks, Pyramids, and more, complete with Xbox Live integration for leaderboards and
roaming progress data across other supported devices (including Windows 10 PCs, and phones). Solitaire on Android consists of a collection of the same solo-themed card games that favor skills, observations, and a bit of luck. And hey, it's also free to play. See on Google Play Wordament Wordament is a massive multiplayer competitive word search
game, where players are given random grids of characters and tasked with finding as many words as possible, swwising into connecting letters. Once the grid has lay eggs, you just swipe across the available letters to create words. The bigger the words, the better the combo. Rarely your choices also increase your score, depending on how many others
compete against you choosing the same word. Wordament is free to play and comes with leaderboards, Facebook integrations, complete with dozens of supported languages. Look at the Google Play Snap Attack combining Elements of Wordament with Scrabble, in another multiplayer competitive word game from Microsoft. In Snap Attack, you compete
with thousands of other players to make words using randomly generated characters. The bigger snaps the words, the more points are scored, and the more likely you are to win. Snap is valid in words read from left to right or upward, depending on the language. Snap attacks are also free to play, complete with Xbox leaderboards and Facebook integration.
Look at Google Play Age of Empire: The Age of Siege Of Empire Palace: The Siege of Palace is a spin-off game of medieval PC RTS title strategy popular with the same name. In Castle Siege, your goal is to build a personal civilization, while attacking others to steal resources to improve and grow your own. Age of Empire: Palace siege can share progress
across Windows PC, iOS, and Android use your Xbox Live credentials, allowing you to play across multiple devices. As free to play titles, Castle Siege is quite aggressive with sprinters and micro-transactions, but it can be good fun even without spending a penny. Look at Google Play Even though Microsoft's offer on Android isn't exactly huge, given the
popularity of Minecraft, hopefully Redmond will continue how to bring more of their titles to the platform. It's quite odd that twin shooters Halo Spartan Strike or Assault have never found their way to Android, although available for iOS and Windows 10 Mobile, but oh good. Don't forget to grab the official Xbox app for Android too, and at the same time, let us
know what your favorite Android game is, Xbox-enabled or not, in the comments! Comment!
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